
PSPO Hemswell 2024

This report was generated on 05/02/24. Overall 50 respondents completed this questionnaire. 
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'. A total of 50 cases 
fall into this category.

The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows. 

Are you? Please tick all that apply

a resident of Hemswell Cliff (19)

a visitor to the business park (18)

a visitor to a friend/relation who lives in the area (6)

a business at Hemswell Cliff (-)

a landlord with one or more properties at Hemswell Cliff (-)

a visitor to the school (-)

a statutory agency (-)

44%

46%

15%

Other (Please state)

wldc resident

a concerned member of the public

West Lindsey Citizen Panel member

resident of Gainsborough

Panel menber

none

The use of untaxed or insured vehicles on site is very prevalent

Only go to the antique  shops there

I visit the antique centres quite regularly but I don’t live there.

Panel survey email

Do you believe that anti-social behaviour or environmental issues are still a 
problem at Hemswell Cliff? 

Yes still an issue (38)

No longer an issue (5)

Was never an issue (4)

81%

11%

9%



If yes to question 2, what is the issue? Please tick all that apply (If yes to 
question 2, what is the issue? Please tick all ...)

Waste and litter (38)

Inconsiderate parking or parking on the grass (24)

Grazing animals (12)

Quad bikes (10)

60%

25%

95%

30%

Other (Please state)

Children being antisocial (the new generation of) no lights on bike, summer is worst for quads

Derelict vehicles and industrial litterblot the landscape.

Do you agree with the proposals to extend the PSPO at Hemswell Cliff as 
suggested in the draft order? 

Yes (45)

No (2)

Unsure (2) 4%

92%

4%

Any other comments you wish to make about the consultation?

I strongly feel the PSPO needs to stay in place. There is such a high level of inadequate landlords
letting out poorly maintained properties to undesirable without the PSPO in place the estate would
become a dangerous place to live.

This is a good thing & should be extended as the problems are still there if reduced.

Really important that the issues of animals grazing and other inappropriate issues do not return.

I do believe that more efforts are needed from the PSPO team to ensure that the inconsiderate parking
issues are actually dealt with. How many fines have been given and followed up??? HRC have added
extra parking at a high cost to the homeowners and managed to get a grant for some parking in
louisburg rd, however some areas still look like a caravan storage area and Minden place exit to
capper avenue still has vehicles that park on opposite side that make it impossible to exit sometimes
leaving no room for emergency vehicles. When mentioned to vehicle owners met with very aggressive
behaviour. 5/7 louisburg rd constantly blocking the path area with vehicles or rubbish. Seems to be a
collection of waste at the entrance to estate directly under the cameras on numerous occasions.

Yes because sadly some houses are not learning.  Fast driving on capper avenue, and this happens
when children are walking for school bus. Not picking up dog poo. Children winding up dogs in peoples
gardens making dogs bark and then anxious. Drugs is a major issue here with the children. One house
on luisburg (one family) constantly fly tip in broad daylight, ignore parking guidelines etc, they patently
go out their way too. Very anti social. That’s just one example. As a paying shareholder I feel
powerless it’s not fair. Some fantastic households here, yet are a dumping ground for troubled family’s
being put here.

fthe protection of the environment continues to be relevant

As a infrequent visitor to the antiques centre at Hemswell, I have noted litter, usually post car boot
sale/market. I feel this survey should be focused on residents and more regular visitors/workers to the
location for a more accurate and honest review.



Any other comments you wish to make about the consultation?

I feel the Cliff environment needs to be developed further to enhance its draw as an antiques centre
for people from all areas of the country and abroad. It has no kerb appeal and has a very run down
neglected feel to the whole site. If the order is removed would this present an opportunity to make
better use of the land? The site is located on a main route to the Humber and the east coast of
Lincolnshire. It has been left for too long without investment. If removal of the order allows for
development of the site as a business/antique centre hub to rival others in the country it would be
really positive for WLDC and Lincolnshire as a whole.

Extend the order and protect the environment and the area from what could easily become bad again
should the order lapse

I just hope that RAF Scampton does not go the same way as Hemswell has. The Carboot fraternity
does not do the site any favours , entry and exit signage needs to be more concise and more visible to
users particularly in the area defined by the red line on the map, It is not very clear that it is a oneway
system, which it should be, is in operation, There are more and more large heavy goods vehicle
visiting manufacturing sites. We must never forget what went on at RAF Hemswell either it should be
considered when giving out consents to use of some of the buildings.

No

I do not visit Hemswell Cliff often nor do I know enough about the Hemswell Cliff and the matters
relating to this survey  for me to comment.

Whilst, not a local resident, I use the Antique Centre on a regular basis. Moreover, any improvement to
the subject area is to be welcomed, particularly the ex RAF technical site which is in a ghastly state

Issues seem to have reduced over the years, particularly with unattended grazing horses, it would be
good if this could continue.


